Slavonic foundations of Masaryk;s phi1osophy.
By Ivan Mirchlfk (Prague).

In my lecture about the Philosophical Foundations of Masaryk's View of
the World which I read 5 years ago at the occasion of his 75th birth-day ani, versary 1) I emphasized the fundamental features of his philosophical productivity which bring him near to the Slav thinkers of the type of a Skovoroda or
Tolstoj, and make him different from the French, English. and German philosophers of Western Europe. This opinion, occasionally expressed by me at that
· time, has taken on concrete forms in the last few years when, after detail study
of philosophical activities of the Slavs, I have come to the conclusion that we
. can rightly speak of a "Slavonic Philosophy"2) in the sense that there exists a
certain inner similarity between individual representatives of philosophy among ·
. the Slavs, that they have in common certain faults, but also certain values,
· which we would attempt in vain to find in other nations of Europe. Leaving
· aside some common outward signs which mark the productivity of Slav
thinkers, such as Iack of tradition and poor knowledge of philosophical Iiterature and thoughts of other Slav nations,' I wish to call attention to the fundamental elements of psychical nature of all Slavs, and also to point out the
dominating tendencies of their spirituallife, for they stamp out their marks on
· the philosophical activities. If I was allowed to use this picture I would say that
the spiritual energy in the form of philosophical thinking shows a horizontal,
and not a vertic1')1, tendency in the activities of the Slavs; it grows wide and
. not high. Instead of a<::cumulating in works of genius of individuals, it spreads
throughout the masses raising their general standard of philosophical
•, maturity.
Let us take as an example the Ukrainians. In their national activities, in the
widest sense of that word, we find a great richness of philosophical elements.
The view of the world is based on specific metaphysics with clearly marked relations to God, the world and the fellow-people, with principles of morality in
accord with the concrete actuality, a deep sense of beauty which has found its
expression in fine and varying products of art, - all these and other elements.
show that philosophical culture has penetrated the Ukrainian masses and found
1) That lecture was printed in the 2nd volume of the Almanac of the Ukrainian Uhiversity in Prague in honour of the President of Czechoslovakia. 2) My lecture about the
S!avonic Philosophy at'the Congress of Polish Philosophers in 1927 in Warsaw was prlnted
·
in Polish in the Review "Przeglad filozoficzny", vol. XXX for 1927,
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them to be responsive. A similar situation, .though under somewhat different
national aspects, one finds in other Slav nat10ns..
. .
Another proof of the spreading of philosopht~al thmkt_ng .among the S~a~s
with horizontal tendency is the fact that philosophtcal medttahons are ~ot hmtted to special scientific works of philosophicalliterature, but penetrate m large~
measure than in other European nations also the wo_rks of .b~lles-lett~es. Tols!OJ
or Dostojevskij as the highest synthesis .of the Russtan spmt, or Pohsh ~essta
nists Mickiewicz, Slowacki and Krasinskt, all of them arenot only great thmkers,
philosophers, but also celebrated authors of belles-lettres~ Through the. works. of
these authors philosophical thoughts reached those ~asses of populahon wh.tch
as a rule are not interested in scientific works of phllo~oph:rs. But when p~tlo
sophical thinking penetrates !arger circles of populabon, tt has to adopt ttself
to the needs of these circles into which it penetrates, and thereb~ 1t loses
much of its fineness abstractness, and becomes more concrete, prachcal, more
bound with material' life. The centre of philosophical interests of Slav peoples
is not the cognition, its possibilities or its limitations, or ~ther problems o! theoretical significance, but first of all it is the man and hts fate, human hfe and
its sense.

*

*

*

The last conclusion of my hypothetical assertion is supported by facts.
The Slavs have not one single great theoretic, not one sin~le system o! purely
abstract thinking, but they have many renown representatt~es of practtcal tendencies in philosophy. All Czech philosophers, su~h as the ftrst among them Thomas of Stitne, - or the magnificertt personahty of Jan Hus,- or the foregoer of Tolstoj - Peter Chelcicky, or the world-~nown ~edago~ue Jan. Amos
Comenius or at last a great number of modern thmkers wtth thetr most tmportant repre~entative Masaryk at the head, - they all do not show that po;verful ·
penetration of thought into abstract speculation, but chiefly pay atte~hon to
problems of religious, social and political nature, to problems of ethtcs ~nd

pedag~~tchief mark of all works of Masaryk is that they take for themes prob-

lems which grow out of the needs of the day and therefore are vit~lly c?nnected
with a whole complex of problems that form the centre of Slavomc phtlosophy.
When we leave aside bis doctor's dissertation about the "~ssence of Soul tp
Platö" of .a quite casual meaning, and bis introd_u_ctory lecture 1~ the C~a~les.~m
versity of Prague about "The Figure of Probabthty and Hume s S_cephcts~ , ~e ,
see that all numerous works of Masaryk show practical tende~ctes of _hts thmking vitally connected with actual life. As examples I sh~uld hke to ctte ~o.~;.
of bis more known writings, such as "The Czech Problem , "Our Actual Cr1~t~ .'
"The Social Problem", "The Suicide as Mass Appearance of the ~odern Ctvth-:
sation", "Humanic Ideals", "Russia and Europe - Study of Spmt~al}'enden- ·
cies in Russia", "John Hus. Our Regen~ration and Our Reformah_on etc., as
well as some of less known works, such as "The :aws of. Educatton and .th~,
Future of Slaves", "Hypnotism ", "Man an~ Nature , :,Socta~ and Ec?nomt~a::
Struggle", "Rights and Advantages of an Etght-Hours -Workmg-Day, "Socw,
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logical Meaning of Alcoholism", "Polygamy an:d Monogamy" etc. - Evert
when Masaryk tries to write on logics the result of this work is: "Principles of
· Concrete Logics", a work that deals with a system of human science, and in no
case with formalities of thinking. Masaryk's entire philosophical productivenes
does not deal with problems of generat nature, with problems outside of human
life, it does not contemplate categories of thinking, it does not create cosmogonic or metaphysical structures that have no direct connection with. the material
existence and with the world of our duties, but its chief interest is in the vival
truths and in the ethical side of our activities. Masaryk's philosophy went just
. the way which life forced him to go. He openly says: "1 have never written one
· line without having strong motives of life for it".
It is here, in this direct connection with life and its inflexible needs, that
lies the significance and power of Masaryk as a Slav philosopher; not in the
system and its abstract problems, but in the significance for real life.
In close connection with this concrete nature of slavonic philosophy is the
inclination of its representatives to adapt the results of theoretical meditations
to real life. That which German or other European philosophers set up as an
unattainable idea or as a leading idea in the chaos of various thoughts, that
. Slav philosophers in their inclination to realization try to realize in life, often
· · forgetting the border between theory and practice. The Polish philosopher Cieszkowski dreams under direct influence of Hegel of the third epoch of mankind,
of the synthesis of contrary periods of history; he is so possessed of that Slav
spirit of concreteness that he wants to see that third epoch, that heaven on earth,
at once, still here, in the closest nearness he wants to live it over in bis short
indi_viduallife. This same disposition can be noted also in the nearest surroundings of Tolstoj which, according to the testimony of bis daughter Tatjana
..· Lwowna, believed that within some ten years the "Kingdom of God on earth"
will be realized.
.
As a result of this belief there exists in the representatives of Slavonic
:.,· philosophy a certain accord, a certain harmony between the word and
':. the deed, between the teaching and personal life. lf we take Jan Hus, or Co. menius, or Mickiewicz, or Tolstoj, or our Skovoroda (who is the most remar', kable personality in this respect), in all of them we find full accord between
;. theory and practice which we very pften do not find in philosophers of Western
··. Europe.
·
.
The significance of personality that in its own life confirms the propagated
~,
is the element which makes Masaryk a thoroughly Slav thinker. In the
:.Interpretation of philosophy through the example of his personal life Masaryk
· . ,sets up an incomparable type. The stability and harmony of character, the power
: of will that helps him to pursue consistently a conceived aim without heed to
' obstacles of private nature, the unextinguishing energy in putting into reality
: .his thoughts which does not leave him even in bis old years, the unusual courage
, ·to step out resolutely not only against the greater forces 1 of the enemy, but as
,well against the beloved, and sanctified by tradition, prejudices of bis own
.· nation, - a very risky act in its possible results, - a consistency, but in no
·
obstinacy, - all those personal qualities along with bis great knowledge
literary productiveness make Masai:yk not only a most significant Czech
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phÜosop:her, but also one ofthe most remarkable spiritual Ieaders of the Slav
world.
. .
. ,
The opinion that considers Slavs to be a people of achon m .com~anson
with Western Europe, which is penetrated by theory, can for the ftrst hme be
distinctly seen in the writings of Polish Slavophiles of the nineteenth centurrThe chief representative of this opinion, Cieszkowski, who ~ets up th.e a ct t.n
the centre of his philosophy, namely the free act of the mmd, const~ers thts
' tendency toward activity to be the chi~f at~ribute of the Slav ~syc~1c. Also ·
Mickiewicz underlines vr.ry distinctly thts tralt of the Slav nature m hts Courses on Slavonic Literatures where he gives many examples of it. Also Masaryk is
in accord with this general tone when in the building of the philosop?y of the
Czech nation h~ sets up as the highest idea of t.he Czechs no~ Comemus, a I_Uan
of science, nor Zizka, a warrior and man of prachce, but Chelctcky who combmes
one and the other, the thought and the deed, in a harmonius whole. ,
"Chelcicky is a example for the Czechs, a ~J~ar, consistent, fearl~ss ~hinker
and worker, and yet an enemy of violence, a Ztzka and a Comemus m one
soul" 1}. To Masaryk "the problern of a new philosophy is not only theoretical,
but also practical". "Also new life is involved in it" 2).

*

*

*

When we wish to perceive the fundamental traits and the chief problems
of Slavonic philosophy we have to study the psychical structure of the S!avs? i. e.
to study those qualities and functions of it the preponderance and spectal tmge
of which have stamped out their specific marks on their entire psychical Jife.
What strikes us at once is a general Iack of belief in the omnipotence of the
human mind. Whether we take into consideration Polish, Czech, or Russian philosophy everywhere we can ascertain (as for instance Vladimir Solovioff does it
regarding the Russian philosophy 3l) a deap mistrust of the powers and means
not -only of the general human mind, but also of our individual minds, which
on the outside appears in the above mentioned dislike of purely abstract
thinking.
·
.
And in these minor conceptions regarding the powers of human mmd,
which are so characteristical of the Slav family, we must lock also for the key
to the philosophy of Masaryk. He first of all recognized that man is not oply a
reasoning being, that bis activities are not confined to reasoning functions only,
but that he is led in a still much greater degree by sentiment and will on which
are based moral and religion. We read in his concrete logics: "The intellect is
much more subordinated to sentiment and will than will and sentiment to the
intellect" .. "Man can allow to be led by reason also, but he does it only occasionally andin minor matters". "Science is the P?wer of man, but it.convin~es
him of bis weakness; for there are few things whtch we know, more thmgs whtch
we do not know, in many things we are mistaken, and for the most part. we
arenot able to come to know anything" 4). As we can already see from these few
1) The Chech Problem, p. 185. 2) The Social Problem, p. 606. B) E. R.adloff: R.ussische
Philosophie, Breslau 1925. 4) Foundations of Concrete Logic, p. 6-8.
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· quotations Ma~aryk is - in accord with the general tone of the Slav psychic
- pretty scephcal concerning the part and significance of the mind (intellect).
Intellect. is n_?t sufficient, man ~n his _acts is being led .not only hy rational, by
also by urattonal mom~nts. S~tence 1s not able to sahsfy us, becatise it gives
us only one part of reahty; wlth the eye of a scientist we can perceive a pretty
~onfin~d spa~e ":'hich becomes smaller and smaller thedeeper we tryto pursue
,
_
m our mveshgahon.
· Along with the mistrust in the omnipotence of mind, and as a result of it
there increase~ the significance of sentiment in the life of man. The preponde~
rance of emotional elements over the rational ones is a specific trait for all
Slavs whose emotions can jump in a very short period of time through an unusually great scale of tones, from the lowest ones - those of a wild almost
· primit.ive hatre~, up to the high~st ones, those of an ideal self-denyi~g Iove.
· Love:s a very tmportant _factor m all spheres of life of the Slavs. To Tolstoj
Iove Js that general, all-embracing principle which is to Iead the human race to
that id~al state here on earth; Iove of fellow-men ought to be the highest law.
· lf happmess and peace are really to come here on this earth we must put Iove
· on the place of law. Penetrated by a boundless Iove to bis fatherland and to
the. Greek <?rthodox.Ch.urch, Cho?Jiakoff proclaims a great historical part of bis
nahon. Pohsh messtamsts proclatm to the world that it is only because of great
Iove to mankind that thePolish nation has taken itpon herself all the sufferings,
that only because of it the Polish nation brings all the sacrifices in order to
· quicken the coming of that.dreamt for historical epoch in which power will be
replaced by justice. The fundamental element of each messianism, whose sources
are to be found in religious mystical experiences of the soul, is the Iove of
' fellow-m~n, only transferre~ from individuals to collectives, nations. So Masaryk,
true to .ht~ gen~ra!IY Slavtc tendency, erects his ethical ideal structure upon
the Chnshan pnnctple of Iove. "Love your neighbour as you Iove yourselves"
' he preaches to bis followers, at the same time explaining that under'the abstract
· term of neighbour one has to understand father, mother, brother, sister wife
·chi!dren, in one word the family, further the nation, and finally the ma~kind:
Tht.s Iove must be positive and active. Some people think that they Iove their
: nahon, ~ecause they hate her enemies. But this is not enough. Only this is true
.. Iove, whtch allow no hatred, but which requires positive work, small every-day
wor~, not ~~roic acts for which there is no place nowadays. Mankind, nation
· famtly, pohhcal party, fellow-men do not require great sacrifices from us but
, small, o~dinary, heavy work. In this latter opinion Masaryk is different from ~ther
.Sla~ thmkers. When Mickiewicz presents to. us, in the personality of a I(onrad,
. an Ideal type ofyoung man who through Iove for the past, present and future
generations of his nation is ready togo into fight with the enemy, with or against
God! an~ to bring the great s~crifice of Life, Masaryk sets up his ideal type on
: a quitedtfferent Ievel; he requtres from us the attainment of a moral perfectness
and small, unremarkable daily work (in fhe eyes of the masses). But these dif. · ~erences appear only in the details of.the fund~mental principle of Iove which
· . IS so genuinely Slav in Masaryk.
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· · Sentiments form a bridge to another fundamental attribute of the Slav
. type, namely that of a deep religiousness which in all Slavs forms the c~ief and
greatest part of their natio·nal psychical structure. Numerous works, c~1efly of
Polish authors from the last century, point out the fundamental tralt of the
SlaviC spirit not only in the present tim es, but also in. the past, ~he pr~pond~
rance of sentiment in general, and of religious s~~hmen~ spe~1alty, m t_hetr
psychicallife. KrasinskP) tries to illustrate this specth~ Slav1c attnbute, conhr?Ied by history, through a comparison of the Slavs wlth the Roman race, w1th
the French as chief representatives of that race, and ~~th the. <?erman race. T~e
French have known to maintain till these days a hvmg spmtual contact wlth
the world and to it they owe their political and practical sense and Iove of real,
concrete beauty. The Germans do not acknowledge the var~ety of senses as .a
criterion of realty, their proceedings are turned toward an 1deal oneness. The
result of these proceedings is "the most idealistic, the most abstract, and the
finest worked out philosophy of the world".
. · The task of the Slavs finds its completion in the uniting of these two
opposite tendencies in one higher, new synthesis. Instead of following the onesided realism of the French, or the one-sided idealism of the Germans, the Slavs
have turned all their .attention to the upraising of the two fundamental traits of
their soul, which are a deep sense of religion and a sense of a generat brotherhood outwardly manifested by a boundless Iove of fellow-men .. L?ve to God
and love to men can be considered as the eternal contents of theu hfe. In comparison with the political Roman race and the philosophical German race
the Slavs form a religious race in the full meaning of th1s word.
·
Leaving aside a detailed ·analysis oi the above comparison a~ well as ~he
question of the justness of the enchantment of the .a~thor one c~n nghtly affm~
that the fundamental thought is quite correct. Rehg10usness plays a predomlnant part in the life of the ~lavs: Whil~ the ·western Eur~pean and German
philosophers deal with noehc speculat10ns and metaphys1cal structures, the
Slavs leave the word to the religious pathos. Even in the few cases where
Slav authors deal with problems of theory of cognition, their meditations show
a religious tinge 2).
It is not the task of this paper to solve the complicated problern
whether it was the Iack of constructive sense in the Slavs, and thereby
the inability to think abstractly, that caused the growth of the emotional factor
in general, and especially of religiousness, or vice versa whether it was the sensitive nature of the Slavs that by inertion derived the Slav spirit from abstract
constructions and pushed in the direction of religious· contemplation. Whichever
is the truth there stands the fact that religiousness dominates over all Slav ·
spiritual productiveness, including that in the regions of phil?sophy. W~e~her
we take for example the "Ukrainian Socrates" Skovoroda who 1s full of rehg10us
pathos, or the most Western of Slav philosophers, Hoene-Wronski, whov~hought · ·
in German categories and wrote in French, or Matej of Janov, Jan Z1zka, or
Hus, Chelcicky, Comenius, Dobrovsky, Kollar, Havlicek, Palacky,. or Dosto- ..

z.

1)
Krasinski: The Conditions of Poland frqm Human and Godly View. 2) Meta·
physlcal essays of such thinkers as Purkyn~, Kramai', Struve, Lutoslawski, Boskovlc, Solovieff
and others, have a strong religious tinge; . . ·.
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jevskij, Solovioff, Merezkovskij, Berdjajeff, Losskyj, Frank-all of. them stand
on religious ground. It is not paradox when I say that even such thinkers as
Hercen, Bakounine and others, who a priori denied all possibility of any religion, that even they were in the depths of their hearts not less religious than
their adversaries; their fanatism in the struggle against religion was only a
negative manifestation, an unconscious form of religious pathos. "I believe that
there is no God", says one of the heroes of Dostojevskij; but this belief iri unbelief, says Merezkovskij, becomes still more ardent, more fanatical than the old
belief: "The thesis ,there is no God' becomes a new and a more real god.
Atheism in· Russia was but a result of a passionate wish of belief, of a. wish that
being not.satisfied with Church formulas rejects Godaltogether in its despair 1).
"We need religion, we need religiousness" 2) is the programme of young
• , ~ enthusiastic Masaryk at the beginning of his scientific career. As a truly
mod,ern man he grasps very well that science is not able to give us a full and
clear view of the world, that science is not sufficient without belief (faith). Only
religion gives man a solution of all burning problems: "Religion gives a certain
solution of problems, even of. the most difficult ones" 3). Religion fills up all
those empty spaces left by science. Masaryk points out clearly that religion is
notan antiquated thing, not needed by the modern man, but on the contrary
"religion is a central and leading spiritual power in Iife, it is an effort for a new
life, for new higher vital values"4).
The entire theoretical and practical philosophy of Masaryk is an effort
toward a true religion. What kind of religion he wants is a secondary matter
which does not change the fact that Masaryk, as a true Czech, as a true Slav,
considers religion to be one of the most significant Ievers of human life that has
stamped outits clear marks on the whole development of the Czech nation and on
the entire spiritual development of the Slav race in general. "Who considers the
matter just a bit comes toknow that our Czech problern is altogether a matter of
religion" 5). "The Czech nati011", says Palack{repeatedlyin his History, "isparticularly religious by nature, just as the entire Slav race" 6). Masaryk considers
his duty to defend the viewthatthe leading motive of Czech Reformation and of the
later Czech historywas not the slowlyripeningmodern nationalism,- as professor
Pekai' ascertains, - but that it was religiousness from which arose the independent Czech movement that later on toek on and had to take on new forms.
The Czech glory, heavy fights with enemies, their fall in the past, have a religious, and not a national character. Nationalism is of much more recent date
and we have no right to Iook for it where in 'fact it did not exist. From this we
see that even in this very significant problern of spiritual life Masaryk thinks
in generally Slav categories.

*

*

*

Masaryk confirms his appurtenance to the Slav spiritual world also by
the fact that he paid attention to the complex of philosophical problems which
.

1) M. Z dziechowski: U epoki mesianismu,p. 268. 2) Suicide as Social Maß Appearance
of Modern Civillsatlon, p. 233. .8) From American Lectures. ') In Struggle for ~eliglon, p. 26:
6) Jan Hus, p. 54. 6) Ibidem, p. 64.
·
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was in the centre of interest of the 19th century and which we briefly CCJ.ll
"Messianism". By messianism we understan~ the b~lief in.a ~pecial, mo~t important mission (: sent down by fate:) of a nabon wh1ch,. behevmg to a ~arner of
new ideas, has to fulfil a special distinct part in th.e h1s~ory of ma~kmd. T~e
messianic idea, originating in the old times of Jew1sh h1story, rece1ves agam
more significance in newer tim es, namely in France towards ~he end of th~ 18th
century and in Germany during the Iiberation .v:ars. ~ut wahout doubt 1t became mostly spread among the Slavs whose spmtual hfe was marked by ~trong
religiousness and mysticism and formed a proper groun~ for. the sp!eadm~ of
this idea. It found a strong support in the German · h1stoncal phllosoph1cal
tendencies and especially in Herder who underlined the diligence, peacefulness
and other attributes of the Slav nature and foretold a glorious fu!~re to .these
nations. Also Hegel, by bis principle of a new revelation of th.e spmt o~ hlsto.ry
in various nations and races helped greatly toward the spreadmg of th1s behef
among the Slaves.
.
..
.
.·
Messianism owes its origin and name to the tradltwns of the Jew1s~ natlon
whose whole existence and non-existence depended from and was bUllt upon
religion and whose chief part in the history of mankind was to give to mankind
the most significant religious system. lf one can speak at all of generally accepted truths in the philosophy of history, ~hen as. such a truth must be reco~
nized the assertion that the fate of the Jew1sh nahon, a deeper sense of her exlstence, was directly connected with the messiani.c idea, ~nd still ~urther- with
Christianity in general. Thus the Jews were, agamst the.u ow? w1ll, the creat~rs
. and carriers of a new teaching that through them was hed wlth the old messlanic thoughts.
.
. .
To people of dassie age, especially to Greeks, these 1deas w.ere qulte
strange because of the simple reason that these nations were no! mterested
so deeply in the fate of their barbarical neighbours as to take over m regard of
them the part of Ieaders to a better future. Only Christian religion with its
strongly and clearly marked sense of Iove for the fellowmen was suite~ to take
over and develop the messianic idea in the sense that the selected nahon must
be not only ready to Iead mankind to a greater perfectness, but must also have
the strong will to take upon herself in case of necessity even the greatest sacrifices. Thus messianism is really a form of Iove of fellow-men, of a Iove transferred from individuals, from individual relations,:,to great complexes of nations.
As each individual man is obliged to help his younger brother, to Iead him and.
even to bring sacrifices for him, so there exists a similar duty for whole nations,
Not the feeling of altitude, not the conscience of an exceptional position, which as a result of human weakness has become real to a certain degree during .
the historical process..:_, but Iove to the weaker brother ought to be the fundamental tone, the leading thought of each messianism.
The pure fact that Masaryk sets up Iove of fellowmen as the chief motive
of human activity and makes this high principle the foundation of his ethics Ieads
us tho the thought that he also is connected with the idea of messianism. And
indeed when we read such of his works as "John Hus" or. The Czech Problem"
our thought is struck distinctly with bis connection with the generally Slav
messiasm.
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·
The fundamental thought on which Masaryk's messianism is based· is
the idea of hurnanity which concentrates in itself the Iove of the entire mankind.
This Iove, as we have already noted formerly, is not only a theoretical motto,
but it is bei?g practically realized in the active work for the benefit not only of
bis own nabon, but of the entire mankind. Here Masaryk ties up to the aims of
the Czech Reformation and to the aims and ideas which existed in the so called
· ·. "Czech Brethren" 1). He says: "In Brotherhood was manifested Czech character
Czech humanity. Brotherhood hasremained until to-day the purest national mani~
festatio": of Cz~ch humanity and, of course, of godliness. Brotherly humanity is
·• · the mamfesta~wn of ~he ~zech ma~, is the summit and centre of our history.
B~ot~erhood 1s the .h1stoncal summlt of Czech humanity and godliness"2). But
th1s 1dea of humamty, of work for the moral perfectness of mankind has not a
. purely n.atio~al. form; the Czech nation takes on herself the Ieadin~ part, the
mess1amc mlssJon on the way to a better future of all mankind. The work of
regeneration, not simply theory, means a consistent and patien't reformative
. work for the whole Czech people andin the same measure for all mankind. Hus
·. died for us, but also for all the others. The Czech idea of brotherhood and the ·
.· Czech idea of humanity are the Ieading ideas for all mankind; Hus is being
. •celebrated by the whole world, and Comenius has become a teacher of all the
': world" 3). "Hus is a pr~gramme for us and for all the world4)".
.' '
C?f course, the~e 1s a whole row of interjacents between Hus, Czech R.e)ormabon and ChelC!cky on one side and Masaryk on the other side. All so called
'' "aw~keners" of th.e Cze:h nation were pe.netrated by the same ideas. Dobrovsky,
Kollar, or Palacky,. the~1 all had a certa111111fluence on the formation of MasCJ,ryk's
•.
of the world 111 th1s respect. May I refer here to the part of Kollaras Masa..
speaks of it hirnself: "I(ollar's idea ot humanity was the foundation and the
· aim, - mutuality bad to serve only as a means. Slavs and therefore also we
Czechs, have to fulfil the idea. of humanity by means of Slav mutuality" 5):
..
Already thes~ f.ew. quatabans that I could take into this paper show
clearly tha! 1":ner Slmlla.nty,. that conn~cts Masaryk with other representatives of
Slav mes~1amsm. ~rasmsk1 orv Chom_I.akoff, or the purely religious Towianskij,
TschaadaJeff, Solov1eff or MerezkovsklJ, all these thinkers are in thesame way as
•Masar!~ penetr~ted by the thought of a leading part which their nations have
.• fulhl 111 .the h1story of ~~nkind. T.he saure~ of these messianic dispositions
partly 111 the deep rehgwus senbment wh1ch is characteristicdl for all Slavs
· .am f~r. from denying the fact that the outward forms in which these commo~
d1spositwns are manifested are not the same in all those thinkers. Of course
..
thi~k~ in quite different categoriesthan Chomiakoff, Aksakoff, Kirieivs~
klJ ~r. the r.ehgwus .sectarian Towianski. or the exalted Slowacki. Masaryk takes
cnbcal v1ew. of h1story, works with the aid of scietific methods and is careful
. maintain an objectiveness of thought; all these moments are a result of the
•.
of th~ most vario~~ influences in Masaryk qnd are of great importance
.Jor the spread111g and stab1hty of his c6nception. But when we go deeper into
the matter and forget for the moment these secondary influences we come to
1

) ~u~lf U r b a n ek: • The Beginnings of Czech Messianism •, Prague 1929. 2) John
P· 64, ) Ibidem, p. 73. ') Ibidem, p. 131. fi)The Czech Problem, p. 191.
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the conviction that the ground from which the general problems sprang up is
the samein Masaryk as in other Slav messianists.

*

*

*

My theme has not been exhausted. YetI have endeavoured to show only
in general traits and shortly the fundamental elements of the inner structure of
Masaryk which permit us to speak of a Slavonic foundation of his philosophy.
Horizontal tendencies of philosophical thinking, direct contact with the burning
problems of the day, a dependence of theoretical meditations from concrete
reality, perfect harmony between words and d~eds, an activity in the direction
of realization of accepted ideas, a. preponderance of sentiment over the intellect,
of irrational elements over rational where Iove is given the centrat place in the
spirituallife of man, a deep religiousness as the chief motive. of the human activity, and finally the messianic dispositions, these are moments that make of
Masaryk a thoroughly Slav philosopher.
Finding our anatogies, underlining common traits in a variety of material
of a certain region of the activities of the human spirit is a pretty dangeraus
task, chiefly because on one side it gives the possibility to the author to go too
far in one direction, and on the other side he can be charged of drawing facts
with violence under his conception. Yet it is the task of science to find generat
COnnections OUt of the variety of every-day experiences, to classify individual
appearances, to order them in accord with some system, in one word to create
the cosmos out of the chaos. This task becomes still more difficult when from
descriptive science we go over to thoroughly spiritual disciplines, such as philo. sophy. Yet the difficulty of the ta.sk does not relieve us from the duty to do
this work.
The danger of going to far in one 's construction diminishes, however, · •
the more we turn our attention to concrete material and endeavour to confirm ·
the results of our work by it, and still more so when we do· not consider our
results to be absolute truths, but only assertions that have no apodictic sureness, · ·
but only a great measure of probability. Having to deal with material that is ·
so hard to camprehendas the presentation of fundamental elements and original
sources of the activity ofa philosopher as well as the ordering of them according
to general ch\racteristics of spiritual structure of a whole race we must see to it ·
that our assertions have at least to some extent an amplitude of flexibility and · .·
plastics, which fact can in no way Iimit their value, but only raise their solidness.
Thus also in this case my assertions to which I have come through the · ·
study of philosophical activities of the Slavs in general and of Masaryk in particularhave only a high degree of probability which rises or falls in dependance
of the arguments that speak for or against my conception. I consider this kind
of work to be necessary; in view of our piety to the personality of Masaryk .
we have to know the sources from which he drew his force to the intensive work, ·.
we have to analyse the structure of his intellect and to investigate all those·
moments (feebly visible on the outside) which perhaps unnoticed by the philo- ·
sopher hirnself directed the development öf his thoughts. This work cannot be .
for instance limited by the pointing to the influence of the English Spencer, or.!
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of th~ French positivism of Comte, or by connecting Masaryk with Kant or by
. showmg the ~nfluence .Qf a po~tojevskij or some other Slav philos~pher.
·. ·, !hough I constder .such mv.eshga.hon. to be of ~reat importance, of a still greater
tmportance I cons1der the mvesbgahon of all mner impulses which as a result
gave ~hat we call ~asaryks philosophy. This is the way I Iook at the great
anal~hc and synthehc ~ork concerning Masaryk, and may this brief paper be
co.ns1dered as a small tnbute toward this work.
·
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